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Siemens AG
Otto-Hahn-Ring 6
North main entrance
81739 München
Tel +49 (89) 636-52020
Reception
Mo-So 00:00-24:00

Siemens AG
Carl-Wery-Straße
West driving entrance
81739 München
Driving entrance
Mo-Fr 06:00-18:00
Driving map to Perlach site, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, Munich, Transit directions

🚗 Arriving by car

**Autobahn from Nuremberg (A9)**
At autobahn junction „München Nord,” change to the A99 toward Salzburg. Take exit „Hohenbrunn,” continue toward Putzbrunn. Follow sign pointing toward „München.” Drive through Waldperlach district on Putzbrunner Strasse. From this point on, see driving map to North, South or East parking lot.

**Autobahn from Stuttgart (A8)**
At autobahn junction „Eschenried,” change to the A99 toward Salzburg. Take exit „Hohenbrunn,” continue toward Putzbrunn. Follow sign pointing toward „München.” Drive through Waldperlach district on Putzbrunner Strasse. From this point on, see driving map to North, South or East parking lot.

**Autobahn from Lindau (A96)**
**Autobahn from Garmisch-Partenkirchen (A99)**
At the end of the autobahn, head east on the central ring road („Mittlerer Ring Ost”). In the district of Ramersdorf, turn onto Ottobrunner Strasse heading toward Perlach. Continue through Perlach district on Putzbrunner Strasse, heading toward Neuperlach. From this point on, see driving map to North, South or East parking lot.
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Arriving by rail

From Munich Central Railway Station (Hauptbahnhof) take the suburban rapid transit (S-Bahn) line S7, toward „Höhenkirchen/Kreuzstrasse,” getting off at Neuperlach Süd station (9 stations)

or

from Munich Central Railway Station (Hauptbahnhof) take the underground light rail (U-Bahn) line U5 toward „Neuperlach Süd,” getting off at Neuperlach Süd station (11 stations).

The south entrance [„Eingang Süd“] to Siemens AG can be seen from the S-Bahn/U-Bahn station.

From Munich Eastern Railway Station (Ostbahnhof) take the suburban rapid transit (S-Bahn) line S7, toward „Höhenkirchen/Kreuzstrasse,” getting off at Neuperlach Süd station (4 stations)

or

from Munich Eastern Railway Station (Ostbahnhof) take the underground light rail (U-Bahn) line U5 toward „Neuperlach Süd,” getting off at Neuperlach Süd station (6 stations).

The south entrance [„Eingang Süd“] to Siemens AG can be seen from the S-Bahn/U-Bahn station.

Arriving by air

From Munich Airport take the suburban rapid transit (S-Bahn) line S1 to Munich Central Railway Station (Hauptbahnhof) (13 stations). Transfer to underground light rail (U-Bahn) line U5 toward „Neuperlach Süd,” getting off at Neuperlach Süd station (11 stations)

or

from Munich Airport take the suburban rapid transit (S-Bahn) line S8 to Munich Eastern Railway Station (Ostbahnhof) (9 stations). Transfer there to underground light rail (U-Bahn) line U5 toward „Neuperlach Süd,” getting off at Neuperlach Süd station (6 stations), or else take the suburban rapid transit (S-Bahn) line S7, toward „Höhenkirchen/Kreuzstrasse,” getting off at Neuperlach Süd station (4 stations).